Both serving the 12 step communities. Wally is an Author, Archivist, and Historian. Brit is an Audio Archivist & Historian. They are from Tucson Arizona USA

Sept 14, 2018 6pm — 10pm Brit and Wally will be sharing their stories & doing a History Q & A

Sept 15, 2018 10 am - 4pm Basic Recovery 101 “Taking the steps quickly & Often”

Where: The Grand Hotel
Sigtún 38, 105 Reykjavik, Iceland

This seminar is based on a “modern, gender neutral version of the 1940’s Beginner’s Meetings modified for all addictive and/or compulsive behaviors.

All are welcome. This seminar is for anyone or everyone interested in a spiritual way of life. Scholarships are available for the those who cannot afford the suggested donation of

$ 46 US (ISK 5.000) / Under 25 - $23 USD (ISK 2.500)

FB Event: 12 Step Back to Basic Workshop Iceland

Contact: Petur E. +345-860-2915